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In the present paper we shall give

a certain character of a null-set for

the solution of the equation 4tLf -feftt

- 0 *

Before we formulate our main propo**
sition we will show the following
proposition I which leads us immedi«
ately to our main proposition II •

Proposition I« Let Hi, be a set of
logarithmic mass zero which is con-
tained in a domain t)« ̂ h boundary
O « If a function It , which is con«
tinυously differentiate twice and
bounded in p

Λ
«~^ , satisfies an

equation <aU±i%
x
U^o inD

being a constant, then It
necessarily the equation also for the
points of the set Ift, « Therefore, II
becomes analytic in the whole domain
t>

0
 including even the set>tt »^)

Proof. Our method for the proof of
the proposition I follows that of the
Lindeberg

f
s theorem

2
), suitably modi-

fiθd
β
 Now, since we may suppose the

set yyt , laid on the i»Plane, to be
bounded, so we can cover it with a
finite number of circles^ \

m
h^<^

Ϋ
\<S

y

y = 1, -3v *~, h, where, for any preas«
signed positive number & , the f

 ι
s

satisfy a condition

satisfies

Remove all these circles from the
domain t)

β
 and denote by D

£
 the

domain thus obtained* Lot C+C^ be
the boundary of the domain £>

 o

Now let us consider another function
Y which satisfies the equation Δ V f -fe
% 0 everywhere in t>

o
 including the

setHV $ and which on O has the same
boundary values as those of UU « It
is sufficient for the proof of our
proposition to show that Us coincides
with V identically in t>

o
-W^

 N o w
>

let, by assumption, {ll}<i£» then the
function U.~ V has the following
properties

A (U-

and

-V-)« σ in

<» C ,

since there exists a constant V such
that |V|< ^ o n qthat

If w@ define a faction UΓ by an
equation i

where " ^ denotes the Neumann fs cy-
lindrical function, then i t is obvi-
ous t h t ΆWiit ίtous that -° ίnt)t

AndWtiitWi nt)t * And
-Ŵ , will behave as a majorant of tl~\r ,
that iB$ MΓL> U.-V inD e * In order
to show this fact^ we first investi-
gate the boundary properties of the
function ^ • Let the distance be-
tween any point of 0 and any point
of Wl be less than the number te/fe
where Jς denotes the smallest posi-
tive s@ro-point of Ύo and let / < 1 β

then Wt>o on C , since Ύ0Cfehfc~α.y|)
becomes negative in Γ> #

What we can next say about boundary
property of W£ is that onfctrWS>&, in

there holds a limit equation

implies

> J
for sufficiently small enough |αc|
Hence we may suppose

for points on the V ~th circle lying
Λ
" ̂  , and further, remembering that

is taken small enough,

>0

Finally let us consider a function
~W\ defined b$- Ίi7£̂ l̂ ~(u.~V̂ l It is
readily seen that Aψ^^ψ^o in J)^
and W

&
 > o on the boundary of Q

t
 ,

that is on C+ &z. * With help of a
chai*acter of the first eigen—value as
a domain function, we can conclude



further that the boundary property
for "R^ remains to hold inside of
£>ι as well, that is, Wj. >o in p

z
 .

We will show a reasoning for the above
conclusion in the following way

Let the domain D
o
 be included

entirely in a circle E with radius
λ /fe $ where Λ* denotes the smallest
positive zero-point of X « The first
eigen-value of the equation Δtl+ cΛU»o
for E under the boundary condition
(^o , is given by \

β
/ ^ %,

Let Teβ be the f irst eigen-value of
the same equation for Do under the
boundary condition U=o , then feo>-fe ,
since Do£ E and the f irst eigen-value
i s a monotone decreasing domain
function in the str ict sense. Now
suppose that a domain Gf for which
"Wi ζ° appeared interior of j)o In
this case our fζ, could be regarded as
the f irst eigen-value of the equation
Δ\k±i£\l^o for the domain Q- under
the boυndarv condition tt-<> • As

<?•£&• > -k>h* T h β l a s t in Φ ^ ^ y
leads to a contradiction. Therefore
τpjrt>o in Hencθ-uζ- >α~v~ in Ot

Finally we wil l show that WJ

for every point of t)
Λ
-»Ί In fact, if

it is any fixed point belonging to D
o

outside Cfc and put B 4 I

then V

so that we get an inequality

As the set ΎA is supposed to be of
logarithmic mass zero, W £ tends to
zero for every point of t)

β
—>*l After

all \Jl-V" S 0 in p
0
—Ut , and similarly

we are also able to get the opposite
inequality u~\r>o by considering a
function m'^wf-.(v~~U)

Thus we have shown that lt-V%o for
the setfy-μt so that the proof is
completedc

We are now in the position to
formulate our main proposition II.
Here we will use the same notations
as those in the previous proposition*

Proposition II If a bounded
positive function tt satisfies the
equation 4 U t 4 ^ * 0 at every point
in t>

o
 excluding a set ̂ of loga-

rithmic mass zero, then the function
U, never could become zero only for
the point of the setWt

Proofo According to the proposition
I, the function tt becomes analytic
throughout in the whole domain £)

β

Therefore the set of points for which
U=so , is an analytic curve* In
general, an analytic curve may have a
branch which consists of one isolated
point* But, in our case, such a
circumstance never appears.

In fact, otherwise, let £ be such
an isolated point, and take J? as the
origin. Write a circle with~p as
center and let its radius y* be small
enough such that J^cfeVO^o *

 T n i s i s

possible since J"
0
(o) = l On the

other hand, we have the mean value
theorem for the equation <3U H£α* 0

 :

But the left hand member becomes zero *_
while the right hand is positive, and
hence our assumption causes a contra-
diction. Thus our proposition II has
been established.

Finally we note that all our re-
sults obtained for the two dimensional
case can be extended to that for the
three dimensional, by replacing the
logarithmic mass by the Newtonian.
In the proof the function C&o%y-/γ.
may then be availed instead of the
function

1)

2)
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